
Orblue Launches Yet Another Time Saving Tool:
3-Pack Taco Holder
MIAMI, FL., U.S.A., November 22, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Orblue has launched a great time-saver in the form of a 3-pack
Taco Holder for just $15.97, which holds your favorite filling in
exactly the right place without any mess.

With the ever-emerging trends of technology, household gadgets
are right up front. Orblue, an online retailer founded in 2013, is
dedicated to providing efficient and top quality kitchen tools. The
company aims to supply innovative kitchen solutions in order to
reduce time and effort. With this in mind, Orblue has recently
launched a 3-pack Taco Holder.

Orblue’s Taco Stand has the ability to hold three tacos each and
flips over easily with four slots,  providing just the right amount of
space for a family of four. Along with its efficient design, the holder has excellent anti-corrosive
properties, being made of stainless steel. This guarantees long-lasting shine and durability of the
product. In addition, each taco shell in the holder is protected by plastic to keep it in place. The plastic
coated stand protects counter tops and tables from scratches. 

This unique serving dish is just the right solution to hold to your taco without letting it tip over. The
holder has many other uses, as it is not only suitable for tacos but also grips hotdogs, roll ups and
tortillas from falling apart.  

The Taco Holder is designed to fit on a standard sized plate, which also makes it a useful tool for food
presentation. It eliminates mess, while  giving your tacos a professional, attractive look. This efficient
platform allows you to prepare multiple tacos at a time, while smartly holding each one as soon as it is
ready. 

Orblue’s pack of 3 Taco Holders provides quality and practicality for the best possible price, creating
the perfect chance to get your hands on this great kitchen time saver. The 3-pack Taco holder is now
available at Amazon.com.  

About the Company: 

Initially founded in 2013,  Orblue was conceived with the main purpose of supplying innovative
products to solve old kitchen drawbacks. Orblue is dedicated to providing top quality products and
high standards of customer experience with excellent customer service.  
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